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A message from the Headteacher
A message from the Headteacher

This edition of Haslingden Highlights is very different to all the others we have produced over the

last ten years. The pandemic has had a huge impact on almost everyone’s life over the last nine

months and there is no doubt that life in school has been very different this term. I passionately

believe that Haslingden High School is a great place for students to learn and develop for a wide

variety of reasons. Under normal circumstances, we offer a huge range of opportunities for our

students beyond the classroom. Sadly, this term we have been unable to offer students the

chance to take part in extra-curricular activities in areas such as sport, dance, drama and music.

In addition, the vast array of clubs and activities have had to be curtailed in order for us to

minimise the risk of transmission; however, we are keen to restart these as soon as it is safe to do

so.

Whilst this term has been very different in school, we are optimistic that there is light at the end

of the tunnel and we are hopeful that some normality will be able to resume at some point next

year.  The rollout of the vaccine offers hope for us all that the pandemic will be effectively tackled,

though this may take many months to achieve. In addition, the government announced this week

that from January, teachers and students will have access to rapid testing to help keep schools

and colleges open throughout the spring term. Staff and students will be eligible for daily testing

if they have been in close contact with a positive case. With parental support, students will not

need to self-isolate unless they test positive.

I would like to thank all parents for their support in what has been an exceptionally difficult term.

I am proud of the way our staff and students have responded to the challenges we have faced

and I feel that we have coped extremely well with this rapidly changing landscape.  

I sincerely hope, whatever your circumstances and plans, that you are able to enjoy a restful break

and have a great Christmas and New Year.



Black Lives Matter Project

The
Highlights

Our amazing A level student, Olivia Doody, has dedicated much

of her time this year to helping others achieve in maths.  Olivia

has set up an Instagram account ‘Revise with Livs’ where she

helps fellow students with their revision. Her account has

atracted more than 1,400 followers and she now runs an online

Zoom meeting every Wednesday evening where students can

help each other and learn how to tackle exam-style questions.

Olivia's idea was born out of a desire to help students who

needed extra support but found private tutors unaffordable. She

began running the free sessions during her final GCSE year and

has now moved on to studying A level Maths, Physics and

Religious Studies. Her Instagram following and numbers

attending her Zoom sessions continue to grow. We are so proud

of Olivia and thank her for all her continued efforts. What a star!

Revise with Livs

OF THIS TERM

When a creative challenge was posed around Black History Month

our diverse range of art and digital entries amazed staff. Every day

we sent out a profile of a 'Great Black Briton', ranging from rapper

Stormzy to Claudia Jones, who founded the Notting Hill Carnival.

Students were asked to do something creative that celebrated

the life and achievements of these amazing people. We had a

wide range of entries including animations, dance, poetry, a

speech and digital presentations. Mrs Tembo, Head of Art,

commented that "We are all on a learning curve about our black

history in the UK and I was staggered by the quality and variety of

work that has been sent in."

Theo Dunn ARSM
Year 12 student, Theo Dunn, finished his ABRSM Grade 8 piano

some time ago and began working towards the ARSM Diploma

exam. Back in March, the exam was cancelled due to the

pandemic but in early December he finally had the opportunity

to take it. Theo has now been awarded the ARSM Diploma with

43/50, a Merit, and can now use the letters ARSM after his name.

Well done, Theo!



Unable to hold remembrance services in the way we

would normally, students and staff were intent on

marking the day in the best way possible. A much

smaller Remembrance Service was held for individual

year groups where poems were recited and wreathes

laid. Students were also invited to create

remembrance rocks which were laid in our

Remembrance Garden. 

Two year 11 students read a beautiful poem just

before 11am which was broadcast to all students,

followed by the two minute silence. 

New Head Boy and Head Girl

Remembrance Day

Following in his brother's footsteps two years

earlier, Harry Turner has been appointed as our new

Head Boy. Serena Cape, England Rugby Union U18

Development Squad member, has been appointed

Head Girl. We look forward to working with our new

Sixth Form Management Team.

 Rossendale Business Awards

We had two students through to the final of the

Rossendale Business Awards, nominated in the

'Enterprising Young Person' category.

Year 9 student, Tyler Cokerill, has been making bird

boxes out of reclaimed materials and Year 11

student, Katie Gent, is running a successful cake

baking business. 



Despite all the current restrictions Christmas has still been a

celerbation here at Haslingden High.  Our annual Christmas Hamper

collection was even more succesful than ever, with students and

families clearly mindful of so many people struggling this year.

Hampers were delivered to families and households in our community

with masses of donnations left over, which were delivered to The RAFT,

Maundy Relief in Accrington, Emeline's Pantry and a homeless shelter. 

Students have also been working on writing kindness cards to friends,

relatives, neighbours - just about anyone who they wanted to thank for

being there through a difficult year.  

Our Christmas Dinner Day has carried on as normal with every student

eating Christmas dinner with their form and form tutor; this year

students were also visited by Father Christmas on his sleigh

accompanied by reindeers and our very own brass band who travelled

the length and breadth of the school delivering gifts. 

Students have also spent time in the last two weeks decorating their

form rooms to bring some Christmas cheer to Haslingden High. 

Merry Christmas everyone!

Christmas at Haslingden








